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Easter, regardless of your religious affiliation, is the eternal story of resurrection, and 
resurrection is but a remembrance of your perfected God state. The *Twin Flame creation matrix 
is the fullness of that recollection.  

Whether your call to the Twin Flame heart came from yearning for the ultimate relationship, or if 
it came because you intuitively awakened to its memory (or countless scenarios between the two) 
- the fact remains that your omni-dimensional self has signaled your graduation from the school 
of duality and separation consciousness. It is asking you to step up to the next level. This next 
step requires a literal "resurrection" of your true identity. 

In the book, **The Gnosis and the Law, it is stated that "the Resurrection Flame was first 
drawn into the atmosphere of Earth by the Great Krishna (of "Krishna and Sophia" fame - the 
Solar Logoi), who seeing the shadow of human thought and feeling taking form in the 
consciousness of man, knew that the fruit of that seed would be disease, disintegration and 
decay, and knew further that some means of restoration would have to be provided... in the event 
those evolving here desired a return to their natural God Estate." 

In the footnotes of this book, I was led to the following and feel compelled to share it with you: 
 

During the Transmission Flame Activity of March 19, 1955, in the Retreat of Resurrection, the 
Beloved Spirit of the Resurrection Flame, Goddess Hope, Twin Flame of Archangel Gabriel, 
chose to address the assembled gathering. This was her message, which is as profoundly 
meaningful today as it was then:  

"I AM the Cosmic Spirit of Resurrection, Servant of the Most High Living God, and came 
tonight from the heart of the Universal. 

"Why does mankind not command Me? Why does not mankind seek Me? Why am I not 
welcome within the breast of the human race - when the smallest blossom, the tiniest seed, the 
smallest bulb, invokes Me - draws Me into its bosom, bursts its bonds and becomes a 
magnificent, fragrant and flowerful manifestation of the glory of God? 

"I AM the Cosmic Spirit of Resurrection, the Hope of Eternal Life and Light, invoked in the 
tomb of Jesus and blazing through His transfigured flesh, drew Him into Immortality. 



"I AM the Cosmic Spirit of Resurrection, blazing through nature's kingdom. Wherefore, man, is 
thy inhospitality to Me? 

Command yet Me, O mankind of this Earth! Why linger longer in decay? Why linger longer in 
those bonds of disintegration? I AM speaking to your hearts! What seek ye, man? Hope, Wealth? 
Illumination? Peace? Purity? Beauty? God Supply? Ye had it all once! Within your life it dwells 
- dormant, true - but I AM that Spark which, kindled with your life essence, can resurrect for you 
the Immortality that you once knew! 

"Come ye back from the dead, O man, and grasp My Hand in Love and Light!  Let me enter into 
your imprisoned consciousness, which you hug so tightly that it becomes a repellent force to all 
that would set you free. O, burst asunder, man, and let the Flames which we represent and which 
are intelligent, conscious Life enter in, mingle with your life essence and set you free. You, the 
tinder - We, the Cosmic Spark of Life and yet We stand with hands folded, with eyes downcast - 
with no summons and no purpose - although Servants of man and Servants of God! 

"Think you not that the Flame (of the Resurrection) is an intangible and senseless ephemeral 
dream. Every flame is an embodied Consciousness of Light and Life rushing forth to serve. 

"I AM the Cosmic Flame, the Spirit of Resurrection charging through, charging through, 
charging through that wall of unbelief, that shell of non-acceptance, that shell of lethargy. 

"I Am willing Myself into your hearts and where my Flame meets your heart Flame, 
Resurrection of Divinity occurs. Because you have had sight once and hearing and intelligence 
and youth once, there is HOPE, because I AM the Resurrection Power bringing back that which 
was given you of God. 

"O, when God gives once, remember He never takes it away. It is you who have temporarily 
pushed your gift aside. 

"O, mankind, everyone, everywhere, while the spirit of Resurrection is recorded during this Holy 
Easter Season ...I AM going to knock upon the door of your consciousness and knock and knock 
and knock ceaselessly - day and night, until you let Me in. 

"In the darkness of the night you will hear My Voice calling. 

"I AM the spirit of Resurrection calling you from death to Life! Let Me in! Let Me in! Let Me 
in!" 

 
  

I share this excerpt with you because most of you have not been aware of the power of calling 
forth this Resurrection for your perfection. The powerful affirmation Jesus made; "I AM the 
Resurrection and the Life..." has been relegated to the history of his story. However, it was one 
of his greatest legacies to humanity.  



You have been learning how to use the ***Violet Consuming Flame to dissolve the energy 
forms you have mis-created through many, many lifetimes, replacing the energy with Love's 
pure form. But, in balancing the scales of creation... use, use, use, the Resurrection affirmation to 
create a new pattern of perfection. In doing so, you call forth a tremendous universal force 
through your I AM Presence. Follow this statement with that which you wish to have resurrected 
as your truth! 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of the Perfect Balance of My Twin Flame Heart 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of My Twin Flame Heart as the Eternal Generator of 
Limitless Love 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of My Twin Flame Heart Reflected in a Holy 
Relationship with Another 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of My God Perfection in My Four Lower Bodies 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Eternal Health, Beauty, Strength, Vitality and 
Youth 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of Eternal Supply of Every Good Thing I Desire 

          I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my Eternally Sustained Harmony and Peace  

          Claim and affirm your truth, not just with words, but with intense feeling. It is your right 
and you have the power and authority to return to your full co-creative powers as the Twin 
Flame hologram of God you are! 

          I surround each of your hearts with love and the knowledge that this Resurrection of our 
True identities is not only possible - it is our next step! 

Only Love Is Real 

Angelina Heart 
  

 
  

*Twin Flames, Twin Souls, Soul Mates; From Ego's Fantasies to Romancing the God 
Within. Teaching Series by Angelina Heart. Available at http://www.twinflametruelove.com 

**The Gnosis and the Law, by Tellis S. Papastavro, available through New Age Study of 
Humanity's Purpose, Inc., P O Box 41883, Tucson, AZ 85717, http://www.eraofpeace.org 

***Using the Violet Consuming Flame to Dissolve Energetic Impediments to Love. 
Teaching and Meditation by Angelina Heart, available at http://www.twinflametruelove.com 
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